


Pronuncia)on Theory

Getting you better understood



Questions?

• How are you going to teach 
pronunciation?
• What are the considerations for teaching 

pronunciation?
• Which materials can be useful? 



TPP
Teacher



Metacogni.ve learning: Raise awareness
Based on Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956)

•Apply to conversa/on
•Evaluate and provide feedback
•Observe others
•Analyse their own work
•Provide exercise 
•Teach it 



Set homework on the topic before the next class

• You have materials to work with 
rather than summative feedback 
after completing the topic

• You can then prepare aspects to 
pronunciation to focus on



When to focus on the pronunciation?

• After first practice rounds and testing so that students can work on fluency
• Then introduce pronunciation target, practice and test



Separately Together

Teach pronunciation

SE-p’rte-ly t’-GE-the



Levelt’s Theory
Levelt, Willem. 1989. Speaking: From 
intention to articulation. Cambridge, 
MA: MIT Press. 

Reduce the 



Language Produc-on Processing

➨➨➨➨
Serial Processing

➨➨➨➨➨➨➨➨➨➨➨➨

Parallel  Processing



Target Gap

Maintenance



What aspects of pronunciation 
do you need to know and 
teaching?



Pronuncia.on Focus

• Accents do not impede communica?on (Munro & Derwing, 1995)

• Prudent to focus on elements of speech that will contribute to 
comprehensibility and intelligibility (Derwing & Munro, 2005)

• Concentrate on the produc?on of the suprasegmental feature when providing 
pronuncia?on prac?ce

• Percep?on of lexical stress plays an important role in the segmenta?on of 
speech and loca?on of word boundaries (Cutler, 2005; Tyler & Cutler, 2009) 



Suprasegmental features

• Vowels
• Syllable stress in words
• Syllable stress in phrases
• Rhythm & Chunking
• Schwa
• Sentence chunking
• Intona?on
• Connected Speech

Vowels



Uncomfortable situation



Keep                
working 
at it



Critical Period Hypothesis

An op?mal period for 
language acquisi?on, 
ending at puberty.
However, in its original 
formula?on (Lenneberg 
1967), evidence for its 
existence was based on 
the relearning of impaired 
L1 skills, rather than the 
learning of a second 
language under normal 
circumstances.



Effec.ve inclusion of materials

• Become more sensitive to the prosodic aspects of English so students 
can develop greater awareness of these features.

• Introduce / model / practice / analyse / raising awareness / monitor / 
feed forward



➨➨Macro Micro



Micro Measures

• AZen?on on word or sentence pronuncia?on.
• Adap?on from the coursebooks to meet student needs. 
• No?cing techniques on making dis?nc?ons in types of stress of 

words, drills on words, connected speech phrases and sentences.
• Analysis prac?ce to words and sentences to determine similari?es or 

contrasts in stress.
• Elici?ng techniques to further raise student awareness of the 

applica?on of previously suprasegmental features.
• Encouraging students to try again in remedial correc?on



Student 
Prepara,on



I focus first on questions
Familiar 
Used o^en
Focused
Prac?ce
Analyse, evaluate 
and modelVowel quality

Word/ 
sentence
stress

Intonation

ReductionApplied 
to 
other 
areas



Vowel



Chart to 
show vowels



Close

Close-Mid

Close- Open

Open

Front Central Back

iy uw





Long Vowel examples 
 
 
 
 
 

clubs participate  Outside 
High 
Alumni 
fight 

  

hometown Always 
Favourite 
Place 
Same 
changed 

 Like 
countryside 

Hometown 
Go 
close 

 

person that I 
respect 

Reputation 
Say 
Stay 
Everyday 
Great 
Name 
Famous 
Creation 
Gave up 
Favourite 
Okay 

Believe 
teased 

Admire 
High 
Kind 
Designed 
Like 
I see 
write 

Most 
Homework 
Production 
judo 
 

Music 
US 

 Country I want 
to go to 

Day 
Great 
Asia 
Cape Town 
Way 
Famous 
OK 
 

Be 
Reason 
Easily 
Speak 
Eat 
green 

Like 
Why 
I 
Site seeing 
Nice 
Taiwan 
time 
 

Go 
Know 
Spoken 
alone 

US 

Favourite 
possession 

Bass 
Weights 
Favourite 
play 

Seem 
Japanese 
Cheese 
scenes 

High 
Idol 
Kind 
life 
carbohydrate 
like 
I 

Don’t 
Know 
motivation 
most 

group 

Food 
 

Taste 
Shake 
Waste 
Made 
Ate 
Steak 
Favourite 
famous 

Beef 
Sweet 
Seafood 
tea 
Japanese 
cream 

Like 
Requires 
Size 
Right 
Besides 
Wine 
rice 
 

Overcome 
Homemade 
grow 
 

You 
Future 
new 
 

 
 
 

Analyse



TPP
Teacher



Practice



Evaluate



I want to go to THAILAND BECAUSE I think they have the MOST exciting spots in the world from MY 
experience. When I went there first, I was a BABY of  seven months old. Actually MY mother is able to 
speaks THAI and she has a lot of THAI friends. MAYBE she went there to meet her friends and introduce me 
to them on my first Thai trip. Of course, I don’t remember much about travelling there but I have visited 
THAILAND many TIMES. There are many delicious FOODS and beautiful scenery in THAILAND. Among 
them, MY most favorite place is Cha-am Beach. There are so many beautiful beaches and the BAMBOO 
sticky RICE that you can EAT there is the best. The BAMBOO sticky RICE is traditional food MADE by 
packing coconut milk and sticky RICE in BAMBOO and steaming it. It is served in a BAMBOO bowl and not 
on a plate. I can’t explain the taste but it is so delicious. BESIDES, Thai people are very KIND and interesting. 
One of MY mother’s friends there, who works as an announcer, is so KIND to me and always MAKES me 
laugh with his joking. Nowadays, I can’t go to THAILAND but I remember many of these memories with him. 
In my experience, I was 13 years old when I went to THAILAND last. TIME has passed and I have BECOME 
a college student. I want to go there AGAIN.

Which words in CAPTIAL are correct?
Which words in CAPTIAL are not correct?
Which words were not no?ced?
Which words are confusing? Analyse



Try to get students to:

Create questions

Stretch ideas

Engage in conversation



Working on pitch, 
intensity and dura.on
• Focus on one



➨ ➨ ➨



Tense/lax
Movement
ConnectedSTRONG

wəak

/ə/



Tense/lax
Movement
Connected

/ə/



Questions on your summer? 

Focusing on rhythm:       Did you   _____ 

Where/ which / what    _ _   _____ 

Underline the important words and remember to lengthen the sound of the important words  

1 Did you have a pleasant summer vacation? 
2 How did you spend your time during the summer? 
3 Did you go anywhere special during the summer? 
4 Did you go to the beach? 
5 Which beach did you want to go to? 
6 Did you see the stars at night this summer? 
7 Did you eat anything special over the summer? 
8 What did you eat? 
9 How many times did you eat out? 
10 What was the best thing you did this summer? 
11 Did you study anything over the summer? 
12 Did you study English this summer? 
13 Did you miss coming to class? 
14 How long did you spend on doing your homework? 
15 Did you work this summer? 
16 How many hours did you work a week? 
17 What did you want to do this summer? 
18 Did you go and see your grandma or grandpa? 
19 Did you get anything from them? 
20 Did you do any exercise? 
21 Did you put on weight? 
22 Did you get enough sleep? 
23 How long did you roughly sleep each night? 
24 Do you think you have recuperated? 
25 Was there anything you kept putting off? 
26 What do you want to do next summer? 
27 Did you meet someone nice this summer? 
28 Was there anything you couldn’t but wanted to do? 
29 What did you do at home? 
30 Were you bored? 
31 Did you try something new? 
 
This summer – coming this year or just finished this year  
In summer is general – what do you like to do in summer  
During the summer / during the summer vacation / over the summer (more regular) 
 
Go and see             more natural      Go to see   - you have more purpose 
 
To put off  - to avoid doing something 
To recuperate – to recharge your batteries – to rest properly 
Put on weight – loose weight 
To work part-time    to have a part-time job – but usually you do not need to say part-time as it is obvious 
 

Prac3ce



Shadow the questions on your summer and what do you notice?





Favourite culture exercises

1  I love the LOcal traDItional DANces b’cause it BRINGs back MEm’ries

2  RUGby ‘n’ CRIcket are VEry POpular SPORT’ zin New ZEAland an’ par tuv thei’ CULture

3 when MEEting PEOple ‘n reMOTE VILLages, I found ‘m SO shy ‘n’ humble

4  dju eat Everything or LEAVE a bit a’ the en’ duv the meal t’ exPRESS HOW deLIcious i’ WAS?

5  whenI THIN kuv THAI CULture, it iza RICH MIX uv reLIgion, FAScinating ARchitecture an’ uNIque traDItions

6  HOW t’ make REAL iTAlian food c’n ONly be underSTOOD in Italy

7  I kNOW itiza STEreo TYPE bu’ the BARbie is CENtral t’ AUssie CULture b’CAUSE the’ LOVE the OUTdoors



Focus on worksheet with phrases



Now shadowing with a video



Focus



Limerick Poems

••••••••     I once had a blind date with Cilla.

•••••••• I took her to watch Aston Villa.

••••• She sang to the crowd

••••• And sang very loud

•••••••• And that's why they threatened to kill 'er.



Tongue Twisters – first lines

Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers

Betty Botter bought some bread and butter

Taking two tickets to target the talented teacher

Donnah’s Dinner was deadly and dangerous

Can you can a can as a canner can can a can?

Go and get a gorgeous gift for Gordon’s engagement 

ə ə ə ə ə

i ə u u ə

i

u

e e ə
ə ə o ə u
ə ə ə ə ə

iə
u

ə
i

a ə
əu ə uu ə ə



➨➨Macro Micro



➨➨Macro Micro



Macro Measures

• Focus on the pronunciation of longer dialogues
• Understand how to follow / shadow native rhythms, especially destressing 

lexical items (Wang, Higgins & Shima, 2005 )
• Student can subconsciously mimic various aspects of prosody without 

having to further determine and decode meaning at a grammatical and 
lexical level
• Students aim to sub-vocalize their speech input to become quicker at sub-

vocalizing which will lead to a greater amount of information being 
retained in a phonological loop (Nitani, 1999)
• There would also be improvement in comprehension, fluency, and 

pronunciation (Omar & Umehara, 2010) 







Summer Plan (will) – Underline the important words

I plan on making the most of this summer as I have a long vaca;on of two months.  I hope to 
work hard over the summer and save money as I want to study abroad. Although my English 
is not so strong, I would like to strengthen my language skills so that I can speak to others 
confidently in English if I decide to study abroad. And so at the moment, I am saving up to 
pay for this trip and to have enough money to live off when I stay in that country.

However, I would also like to go back to my hometown again. Of course, it would be great to 
see my parents again in Shizuoka. There, I can also meet my grandparents who I haven’t seen 
for a long ;me. I will also meet up with my local friends and hit the beach. I could not see 
them last summer because I was studying for the entrance exam. As I do not have to worry 
about exams this year, I would like to make up for lost ;me and do something with them. We 
are close and so one idea would be to travel somewhere with them. However, with money 
issues and covid concerns, this might be too much to imagine.





Longer piece of student work on being 
environmentally friendly
I would like to propose / three ideas to help us become more environmentally friendly / in order to 
leave our Earth cleaner / and allow our children to have a brighter future. // First, / we should 
gradually stop using cars / which run on petrol / and result in carbon dioxide fumes being omitted 
into the atmosphere. // Instead, / we need to introduce vehicles / which run on the more eco-
friendly hydrogen fuel / as it does not release any greenhouse gases. // Second, / we have to use 
more renewable energy sources / such as water power,/  wind power / or solar power. // Since the 
industrial revolution, / we have used too much / and still keep using / fossil fuels to generate our 
energy needs. //  It is time / to urgently reduce our consumption of these old resources. // By using 
renewable energy sources, / cleaner energy can be used in our homes / to continue our comfortable 
lifestyles. // Finally,/  we have to stop burning waste / as this is also affecting the atmosphere. // By 
promoting  the Three R’s: / reuse, reduce and recycle, / the government should improve the 
methods of waste management. // Unfortunately, / we still use incinerators on an industrial scale. // 
It is not going to be easy / to resolve the environmental issues / but we are responsible for this 
situation / and we must make changes / so that future generations can enjoy their clean Earth.//



Look for opportuni.es

In course books with sections on 
reading questions / reading

Giving feedback on student 
answers



➨➨Macro Micro





Timed-Pair-Prac+ce











Remember to explore and have fun

Ge#ng you 
be+er 
understood






